Engineering Synthetic Myosin Filaments Using DNA Nanotubes.
Throughout the cell, motor proteins work together to drive numerous molecular processes and functions. For example, ensembles of myosin motors collectively transport vesicles and organelles, maintain membrane homeostasis, and drive muscle contraction. Studying these motors in groups has become increasingly important with work demonstrating the emergence of ensemble behavior distinct from individual motor behavior. One powerful technique that has been used in the last decade is DNA nanotechnology, which provides precise control over spacing and organization of patterned motor proteins. Until recently, however, most studies combining DNA nanostructures and molecular motors have been confined to discrete DNA structures with limited attachment points for motor proteins. In this chapter, we describe a new approach for making synthetic motor filaments using DNA nanotubes. We present methods for preparing myosin VI-labeled nanotubes and testing these nanotubes using a general in vitro motility setup. Overall, these nanotubes can easily be used to study other large ensembles of molecular motors, such as muscle myosin or ciliary dynein, both proteins that work in large motor ensembles to drive key cellular functions.